TREC-2001 Video Track - Key to Results Pages

The following pages provide an overview of the Video Track participants, the topics, and the performance of the systems on the shot boundary determination and search tasks. Here is how things are arranged:

1. Shot boundary determination - groups, system ids, and systems
2. Shot boundary determination results
3. Tabular overview of topics
4. General and known-item search - groups, system ids, and systems
5. General search results
6. Known-item search results

Shot boundary determination - groups, system ids, and systems

- CLIPS IMAGE, France
  - Sys01 - CLIPS-1
  - Sys02 - CLIPS-2
- Fudan University, China
  - Sys03 - FudanSys1
  - Sys04 - FudanSys2
- Dublin City University, Ireland
  - Sys05 - FísChlárl
  - Sys06 - FísChlárl2
- IBM Almaden Research Center, USA
  - Sys07 - IBM_Alm1
  - Sys08 - IBM_Alm2
- Imperial College - London, UK
  - Sys09 - ICKM1
- Johns Hopkins University, USA
  - Sys10 - JHUAPL_1
- Glasgow University, UK
  - Sys11 - MB_Frequency
- Microsoft Research, China
  - Sys12 - MSSD
- University of Amsterdam and TNO, the Netherlands
  - Sys13 - MediaMill1
  - Sys14 - MediaMill2
- University of Maryland, USA
  - Sys15 - UMDLAMP